
Welcome to stones throw
wifi network: stones_throw_lodging
wifi password: drinkeatstay

front desk 
207-361-3116 ext.1
after-hours emergency 
207-361-3116 ext.9

as we all adapt to a new normal, we have made necessary changes to our practices and 
available amenities, ensuring that our staff, guests, and customers all remain safe 
& healthy. we know things may look a little different than usual, but we hope you 

enjoy being a stones throw away from the beach! 
thank you for your continued support and understanding. 

office.
the front office will be closed to all 
except crew members. don’t worry- we’re 
still here for you! contact us via email, 
phone, or text (if opted-in) if you need 
anything! office is open 9am-9pm.

access to rooms
guests must use the rear stairs in each 
building to access their rooms. there is no 
entry available through the front entrance 
of the restaurant in the main building, or 
the front deck at the beach club building. 

check-out 
check out is at 11:00am. upon departure, 
just leave your keys in your room & let us 
know you have left! we’ll take it from 
there!

parking
you will find your parking pass in your 
room. please place it around your rearview 
mirror in your vehicle with the date facing 
out. one parking space per room, all others 
will be towed.

housekeeping
there will be no in-room housekeeping at 
this time, but don’t worry! we are happy to 
give you a customized bag of any 
necessities you may need more of during 
your stay with us. just give us a hollah! 
please leave any dirty linens in the 
provided light green bags, any rubbish in 
the provided dark green bags, & any 
recyclables in the paper bag outside of 
your room and we will exchange them for 
you. please call, text (if opted-in), or 
email us by 3pm each day to let us know 
what we can get for you! to check out our 
sanitizing practices, visit 
stonesthrowhotel.com/currentupdates. 

Text us!
cat got your tongue? text us at 
(207)569-9900 with your name & room number 
and we’d be happy to assist you with 
anything you need!  

the decks
please note that the decks at both 
buildings may be used for outdoor dining 
for the restaurant & will be unavailable to 
hotel guests during restaurant hours. this 
includes the upstairs and downstairs decks 
at the beach club building.

ice, ice baby 
the ice machine will not be available for 
hotel guest self-serve. ice is available 
during restaurant & office hours. please 
let us know if you need ice & we will bring 
it to you! note: we cannot fill coolers- 
long sands general store has bags of ice 
for purchase.

beach club.
beach chairs, umbrellas, bicycles, and 
beach towels are not available until 
further notice.

being green
being green is important to us, but so are 
you! to keep your room fresh and sanitized, 
we are using disposable coffee cups & 
creamers instead of reusable, and EPA/CDC 
approved cleaners which may not all be from 
seventh generation.

Restaurant
for updated hours, menus, and procedures of 
stones throw restaurant, please visit 
stonesthrowhotel.com/restaurant.
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r.e.s.p.e.c.t. (yes...like aretha)
stones throw encourages all of its 
guests to relax and make 
themselves at home, however we 
ask that all guests be respectful of 
each other and be aware of 
their volume between 10pm and 8am. 
please follow social distancing & wear 
a mask in places such as the hotel 
hallways.

no smoking, please!
we are pleased to offer a smoke-free 
property. there is no smoking of ANY 
kind on the decks, balconies, in the 
rooms, or anywhere else on the 
property.

wrinkly clothes?
there is a steamer located in the 
bathroom cabinet. if you wish to use an 
iron & ironing board, 
let us know & we will bring one to you!

what can be recycled?
-paper and cardboard
-aluminum cans
-glass 
-plastic bottles & containers
-loose plastic bags
-our takeout boxes
-paper bags
-NO glossy or colored paper
-NO plastic wrap

what goes in compost?
-our whole coffee pod
-our sugar packet wrappers
-tea bags 
-any food scraps
-any non-glossy paper
-tissues
-wine corks

tv time? (rooms 1-8)
press the red power button on the top of 
the black remote. once you turn on the 
tv, you will automatically be at the home 
screen. using the arrow buttons on the 
remote, move the cursor to select “stones 
throw tv” so that it is highlighted, and 
press “ok” on the remote.use the up & 
down arrows on the remote to change 
channels, and the volume buttons on the 
side of the remote to adjust volume.
*NOTE: our tvs cannot access netflix, 
hulu, starz, or sling. 

tv needed a break? (rooms 1-8)
sometimes even the tv needs a vacation! 
if a channel listed is not showing, click 
the home button on the remote & scroll to 
settings. click OK. scroll to TV INPUTS 
and click OK. scroll to STONES THROW TV, 
click OK. scroll to SCAN FOR CHANNELS and 
click START FINDING CHANNELS. follow 
prompts on the screen.

tv needed a break? (rooms 11-18)
if a channel listed is not showing, click 
the settings button on the remote. using 
the arrows on the remote, go to CHANNEL 
on the screen and click OK on remote. 
using arrows on remote, go to AUTO TUNING 
on screen, and click OK on remote. Using 
the arrows on the remote, go to START on 
screen and click OK on remote.

channel guide can be found on following page.
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channel guide
 

  5.1  ABC HD (WMTW)     36.1   NESN HD   
  6.1  CBS HD (WGME)     37.1   FX HD 
  7.1  CW HD (WPXT)      38.1   GOLF HD
  8.1  FOX HD (WPFO)     39.1   HDLN HD
  9.1  NBC HD (WCSH)     40.1   HGTV HD
 10.1  PBS HD (MPBN)     41.1   HIST HD
 11.1  TELEFUT          42.1   LIFE HD
 12.1  MUN2             43.1   MSNBC HD
 13.1  CSPAN HD         44.1   MTV HD
 14.1  AEN HD           45.1   NATG HD
 15.1  FAM HD           46.1   NICK HD
 16.1  AMC HD            47.1   SCI HD
 17.1  APL HD            48.1   SPEED HD
 18.1  BBC HD            49.1   SYFY HD
 19.1  BET HD           50.1   TBS HD
 20.1  BLOOM HD          51.1   TLC HD
 21.1  BRVO HD           52.1   TNT HD
 22.1  CN HD             53.1   TRAV HD
 23.1  CNBC HD           54.1   USA HD
 24.1  CNN HD            55.1   NBCS HD
 25.1  CMDY HD           56.1   TWC HD
 26.1  DISC HD           57.1   TWCTV
 27.1  DISNY HD          58.1   CSN HD
 28.1  E! HD             59.1   NECN
 29.1  ESPN HD           60.1   WEA+
 30.1  ESPN2 HD          65.1   NFLN HD  
 31.1  ESPNC             67.1   TRUTV
 32.1  ESPNN HD          99.1   GUIDE
 33.1  ESPNU HD
 34.1  FOOD HD
 35.1  FXNC HD

*please note we do not have 
streaming service (netflix, hulu, 
etc) capabilities.


